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Abstract—Industrial control systems (ICS) are integral components of production and control processes. Our modern infrastructure heavily relies on them. Unfortunately, from a security
perspective, thousands of PLCs are deployed in an Internet-facing
fashion. Security features are largely absent in PLCs. If they are
present then they are often ignored or disabled because security
is often at odds with operations. As a consequence, it is often
possible to load arbitrary code onto an Internet-facing PLC.
Besides being a grave problem in its own right, it is possible to
leverage PLCs as network gateways into production networks
and perhaps even the corporate IT network. In this paper,
we analyze and discuss this threat vector and we demonstrate
that exploiting it is feasible. For demonstration purposes, we
developed a prototypical port scanner and a SOCKS proxy
that runs in a PLC. The scanner and proxy are written in the
PLC’s native programming language, the Statement List (STL).
Our implementation yields insights into what kinds of actions
adversaries can perform easily and which actions are not easily
implemented on a PLC.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Industrial control systems (ICS) are integral components
of production and control tasks. Modern infrastructure heavily
relies on them. The introduction of the Smart Manufacturing
(Industry 4.0) technology stack further increases the dependency
on industrial control systems [1]. Modern infrastructure is
already under attack and offers a broad attack surface, ranging
from simple XSS vulnerabilities [2], [3] to major design flaws
in protocols [4], [5].
The canonical example of an attack on an industrial control
system is the infamous Stuxnet worm that targeted an Iranian
uranium enrichment facility. However, adversaries increasingly
target ordinary production systems [6]. A recent example is the
forced shutdown of a blast furnace in a German steelworks in
2014. The attackers reportedly gained access to the pertinent
control systems via the steelwork’s business network [7]. This
is a typical attack vector because business networks serve
humans and humans are susceptible to spear phishing.
Arguably, spear phishing is easy to carry out when accompanied with research and social engineering. However,
in far too many cases, even easier ways exist into industrial
control systems. Published scan data shows that thousands of
ICS components, for example, programmable logic controllers
(PLCs), are directly reachable from the Internet [8], [9], [10].
While only one PLC of a production facility may be reachable
in this fashion, the PLC may connect to internal networks with
many more PLCs. This is what we call the “deep” industrial
network. In this paper, we investigate how adversaries can
leverage exposed PLCs to extend their access from the Internet
to the deep industrial network.

The approach we take is to turn PLCs into gateways (we
focus on Siemens PLCs). This is enabled by a notorious lack
of proper means of authentication in PLCs. A knowledgeable
adversary with access to a PLC can download and upload code
to it, as long as the code consists of MC7 bytecode, which is the
native form of PLC code. We explored the runtime environment
of PLCs and found that it is possible to implement several
network services using uploaded MC7 code. In particular, we
implemented
•

a SNMP scanner for Siemens PLCs, and

•

a fully fledged SOCKS proxy for Siemens PLCs

entirely in Statement List (STL), which compiles to MC7
byte code. Our scanner and proxy can be deployed on a
PLC without service interruption to the original PLC program,
which makes it unlikely that unsuspecting operators will notice
the infection. In order to demonstrate and analyze deep
industrial network intrusion, we developed a proof of concept
tool called PLCinject. Based on our proof of concept, we
analyzed whether the augmentation of the original code with
our PLC malware led to measurable effects that might help
detecting such augmentations. We looked at timing effects,
specifically. We found that augmented code is distinguishable
from unaugmented code, that is, statistically significant timing
differences exist. The difference is minor in absolute terms,
that is, the augmentation does not likely affect a production
process and hence it will not be noticable unless network
operators actively monitor for malicious access. The downside
is that operators of industrial networks must include PLCs
in their vulnerability assessment procedures and they must
actively monitor internal networks for malicious network traffic
that originates from their own PLCs. Moreover, adversaries
can leverage our approach to attack a company’s business
network from the industrial network. This means that network
administrators must guard their business networks from the
front and the back. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. We begin with a discussion of work related to ours in
§II. In §III, we give technical background for readers unfamiliar
wth industrial control systems. We describe our attack and
intrusion methods in §IV. In §VI, we discuss mitigations and
§VII concludes the paper.
II.

R E L AT E D W O R K

Various attacks on PLCs have been published. Most attacks
target the operating systems of PLCs. In contrast we leverage
the abilities of logic programs running on the PLCs. As such
we do not use any unintended functionality. In the following,
we compare our approach to well-known (code) releases and
published attacks that manipulate logic code. One of the most
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Figure 1: Automation pyramid, adopted from [15]
Figure 2: Overview of program execution, extracted from [17]
cited SCADA attack descriptions is Beresfords’ 2011 Black
Hat USA release [5]. He demonstrated how credentials can
be extracted from remote memory dumps. In addition he
provide data about the current production state and they provide
shows how to start and stop PLCs through replay attacks.
means for intervention. The devices holding the logic for
In contrast to our work he does not alter the logic program
production processes are called programmable logic controllers
on the PLC. In 2011 Langner released “A timebomb with
(PLC). We explain them in more detail in section III-A. Human
fourteen bytes” [11] wherein he describes how to inject rogue
machine interfaces (HMI) display the current progress and allow
logic code into PLCs. He borrows the same code prepending
operators to interact with the production process.
technology as we do, from Stuxnet. He conceptualizes how
to take control away from the original code. In contrast, our
A. PLC Hardware
program runs in parallel to the original code with the goal to not
interfere with the original code’s execution. An attack similar
A PLC consists of a central processing unit (CPU) which is
to Langners’ was presented at Black Hat USA 2013 by Meixell
attached to a number of digital and analog inputs and outputs. A
and Forner [12]. In their release they describe different ways
PLC program stored on the integrated memory or on a external
of exploiting PLCs. Among those are ways to remove safety
Multi Media Card (MMC) defines how the inputs and outputs
Downloaded
from www.Manualslib.com
checks from logic code. Again, our approach
differs
as we add manuals search engine
are controlled. A special feature of a PLC is the guaranty of a
new functionality while preserving original functionality. To
defined executions time to control time critical processes. For
our best knowledge, the first academic paper on PLC malware
communication or special purpose applications the functionality
was published by McLaughlin in 2011 [13]. In this work he
of a CPU can be extended with modules. The Siemens S7proposes a basic mechanism for dynamic payload generation.
314C-2 PN/DP we use in our experiments has 24 digital inputs,
He presents an approach based on symbolic execution that
16 digital outputs, 5 analog inputs, 2 analog outputs and a
recovers boolean logic from PLC logic code. From this, he
MMC slot. It is equipped with 192 KByte of internal memory,
tries to determine unsafe states for the PLC and generates code
64 KByte can be used for permanent storage. Additionally, the
to trigger one of these states. In 2012 McLaughlin published
PLC has one RS485 and two RJ45 sockets [16].
a followup paper [14], which extends his approach in a way
that automatically maps the code to a predefined model by
means of model checking. With his model, he can specify a
B. PLC Execution Environment
desired behaviour and automatically generate attack code. In
Siemens PLCs run a real time operating system (OS), which
his work McLaughlin focuses on manipulating the control flow
initiates
the cycle time monitoring. Afterwards the OS cycles
of a PLC. We, in contrast, use the PLC as a gateway to the
through four steps (see figure 2). In the first step the CPU
network and leave its original functions untouched.
copies the values of the process image of outputs to the output
modules. In the second step the CPU reads the status of the
III. INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
input modules and updates the process image of input values.
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of a typical company that
In the third step the user program is executed in time slices
uses automation systems. Industrial control systems consist
with a duration of 1 ms. Each time slice is divided into three
of several layers. At the top are enterprise resource planning
parts, which are executed sequentially: The operating system,
(ERP) systems, which hold the data about currently available
the user program and the communication. The number of time
resources and production capacities. Manufacturing execution
slices depends on the current user program. By default the time
systems (MES) are able to manage multiple factories or plants
should be not longer than 150 ms. An engineer can configure a
and receives tasks from ERP systems. The systems below the
different value. If the defined time expires, an interrupt routine
MES are located in the factory. Supervision, control and data
is called. In the common case the CPU returns to the start of
acquisition (SCADA) systems control production lines. They
the cycle and restarts the cycle time monitoring [17].

C. Software

%I 0.0

Siemens provides their Total Integrated Automation (TIA)
portal software to engineers for the purpose of developing
PLC programs. It consists of two main components. The
STEP7 as development environment for PLCs and WinCC to
configure HMIs. Engineers are able to program PLC in Ladder
Diagram (LAD), Function Block Diagram (FBD), structured
control language (SCL) and Statement List (STL). In contrast
to the text-based SCL and assembler-like STL the LAD and
FBD languages are graphical. PLC programs are divided into
units of organization blocks (OB), functions (FC), function
blocks (FB), data blocks (DB), system functions (SFC), system
function blocks (SFB) and system data blocks (SDB). OBs,
FCs and FBs contain the actual code while DBs provide storage
for data structures and SDBs current PLC configurations. For
internal data storage addressing the prefix M for memory is
used.
D. PLC Programs
A PLC program consists of at least one organization block
called OB1, which is comparable to the main function in a
traditional C program. It will be called by the operating system.
There exist more organization blocks for special purposes, for
example, OB100. This block is called once when the PLC
starts and is used usually for the initialization of the system.
Engineers can encapsulate code by using functions and function
blocks. The only difference is an additional DB as a parameter
to calling a FB. The SFCs and SFBs are built into the PLC. The
code can not be inspected. The STEP7 software knows which
SFCs and SFBs are available based on hardware configuration
steps. The following examples give an overview of the the
programming languages SCL, LAD and STL. Each example
shows the same configuration of three inputs and one output.
First, the CPU performs a logical AND operation of inputs
0.0 and 0.1. Next, it calculates a logical OR operation of
the outcome and the input 0.2. The result is written to output
0.0 which sets the logical values to the connected wire in
the next cycle. The first example represents the described
program in STL. This is done in four lines of assembler-like
instructions. Each line defines one instruction.
1
2
3
4

A
A
O
=

%I 0 . 0
%I 0 . 1
%I 0 . 2
%Q0 . 0

1

%Q0 . 0 : = (% I 0 . 0 AND %I 0 . 1 ) OR %I 0 . 2 ;

The graphical example needs the help of the STEP7. Inputs
and outputs are positioned through drag & drop on the wire.
New connections can be made on predefined positions by
selecting the wire-tool from the toolbar above. Figure 3 shows
the graphical representation of our example program.
The following description can also be found in the Siemens
manual delivered with the PLC [18]. The CPU has several
registers used for execution and current state. For binary

%Q 0.0

%I 0.2

Figure 3: Function block diagram example

operations the status word register is important. All binary
operations influence this register. The CPU uses for calculations
up to four accumulator registers of 32 bits width. They are
organized like a stack. It is possible to address independently
each byte of the top register. Before a new value is loaded
into the accumulator one the current value is copied to
accumulator two. For adding two numbers the values have
to be loaded successively into the accumulator register before
the +D operation is called. The result is written back into
accumulator one. In STL the program would look like as
following.
1
2
3

L
L
+D

DW#16#1 / / ACCU1=1
DW#16#2 / / ACCU1=2 ,ACCU2=1
/ / ACCU1=ACCU1+ACCU2

Code which is used multiple times in the program should
be implemented as functions. These functions can be called
from every point in the code. The CALL instruction allows to
jump into the defined function. The necessary parameters are
defined in the called function header and have to be specified
below every CALL instruction.
1
2
3

CALL FC1
VAR1 : = 1
VAR2 : = W#16#A

As mentioned earlier the only difference between function
blocks and functions is a reference to the corresponding data
block. In many cases the program needs storage which is
assigned to a specific function to read constants or save process
values. It is unusual to put constants direct in the code,
because the code have to be recompiled after every change. In
contrast data blocks can be manipulated easily even remotely.
A function block call looks like as following.
1
2

The next example shows the same program in the text-based
language SCL. This program can be expressed in one line.

%I 0.1

3

CALL FB1 , %DB1
VAR1 : = 1
VAR2 : = W#16#A

Both function types can define different parameters: IN, OUT,
IN_OUT, TEMP and RET_VAL. The FB STAT parameters
are stored in its data block, which is passed as an additional
argument. The TEMP type declares local variables which
only are available in the function. The other types are self
explanatory.
E. Binary Representation of PLC Program
Every code written in any language is compiled into MC7.
The opcode length of MC7 instructions is variable and the
encoding of parameters differs on many instructions. The

binary representation of the example program from the section
before looks as following.
00100000
00110000
01120000
41100000

1
2
3
4

A
A
O
=

%I 0 . 0
%I 0 . 1
%I 0 . 2
%Q0 . 0

F. Network Protocol
The Siemens PLCs uses the proprietary S7Comm protocol
for transferring blocks. It is a remote procedure call (RPC)
protocol based on TCP/IP and ISO over TCP. Figure 4
illustrates the encapsulation of the protocols. The protocol
provides the following functionality:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System State List (SSL) request
List available blocks
Read/write data
Block info request
Up-/download block
Transfer block into filesystem
Start, stop and memory reset
Debugging

The executing of one of these function requires an initialized
connection. After a regular TCP handshake the ISO over TCP
setup is proceeded to negotiate the PDU size. In the S7Comm
protocol the client has to provide additionally to his preferred
PDU size the rack and slot of the CPU (see connection setup in
figure 5). The CPU responses with its preferred PDU size and
both agree to continue with the minimum of both values. After
this initialization the client is able to invoke the functions on
the CPU. Figure 5 shows the packet order of a download block
function including the transfer into the filesystem. The PLC
controls the download process after receiving the download
request. The number of download block requests depends
on the length of the block and the PDU size. The end is
signaled with the download end request. The PLC waits after
receiving the acknowledgement for further requests. Finally
the transferred block should be persisted by calling the plc
control request. With the destination filesystem P as parameter
the CPU stores the block and executes it.
The upload process is similar. The engineering work station
(EWS) requests for the upload of a specific block and waits for
the acknowledgement. After receiving the acknowledgement
without errors the EWS starts requesting the block. The
responses contain the data of the block. The EWS repeats the
procedure as long as the whole block is transferred. The end
is signaled with an upload end request. The transferred blocks
are structured and consists of header, data part and footer. The
table I shows the structure of the known bytes. The footer
contains information about the parameters used for calling the
function. Not every byte of the header and footer are known
well, but we have identified the necessary areas to understand
the content.
I V.

A T TA C K D E S C R I P T I O N

The search engine SHODAN shows that thousands of
industrial control systems are direct accessible via the Internet [8], [10]. As shown in chapter III it is possible to

Table I: Block structure, adopted from code [20]
Description

Bytes

Offset

2
1
1
1
1
2
4
4
6
6
2
2
2
2

0
2
3
4
5
6
8
12
16
22
28
30
32
34

Data (MC7 / DB)

x

36

Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
...

1
2
2
2
y

36+x
37+x
39+x
41+x
43+x

Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block

signature
version
attribute
language
type
number
length
password
last modified date
interface last modified date
interface length
Segment table length
local data length
data length

signature
number
interface length
interface blocks count
interface

download and upload the PLC program code. This enables
attacker to manipulate the logic code of the PLCs that reads
inputs and outputs. Furthermore the PLC offers a system
library [21] which contains functions to establish arbitrary
TCP/UDP communication. An attacker can use the full
TCP/UDP support to scan the local production network behind
the internet-facing PLC. Furthermore he can leverage this
PLC as a gateway to reach all the other production or network
devices.
Like Stuxnet we prepend the attacker’s code to the existing
logic code of the PLC. The malicious code will be executed
at the very beginning of OB1 in addition to the normal control
code. That is why the PLC will not be disturbed in its function.
The easiest way is to download the OB1 of Siemens PLCs
and add a CALL instruction to an arbitrary function under our
control, in our example a function called FC666. Then the
patched OB1, FC666 and additional blocks will be uploaded to
the PLC. Figure 7 illustrates the code injection process. With
the next execution cycle of the PLC the new uploaded program
including the attacker’s code will be executed without any
kind of service disruption. This process enables the attacker
to run any additional malicious code on the PLC. With this
paper we publish a tool called PLCinject that will automate
this process [22]. Having this capabilities an attacker is able
to execute the attack cycle as shown in figure 6. In step one
the attacker injects a SNMP Scanner that runs in addition to
the normal control code of the PLC. After a full SNMP scan
of the local network (step two) the attacker can download the
scan results from the PLC (step three). The attacker has now
an overview of the network behind the Internet-facing PLC.
The attacker removes the SNMP scanner and injects a SOCKS
Proxy to the PLC logic program (step four). This enables the
attacker to reach all PLCs in the local production network via
the compromised PLC which acts as a SOCKS proxy. In the
next two sections we are going to explain the implementation
of the SNMP scanner and the SOCKS proxy. We will not
explain every operation and system function in detail. For a
complete description of those we refer to [18] and [21].
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Figure 4: Packet encapsulation, adopted from [19]
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A. SNMP Scanner
Siemens PLCs can not be used as a TCP port scanner
because the used TCP connection function TCON cannot
be aborted until the function has established an connection.
Furthermore it is only possible to run eight TCP connection
in parallel on a Siemens S7-300 PLC. Consequently the PLC
is only able to perform a TCP scan until eight unsuccessful
connection attempts occurred. This limitation do not apply
to stateless UDP connections. That is why we use the UDP
based Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). SNMP
version 1 is defined in RFC 1157 [23] and was developed for
monitoring and controlling network devices. A lot of network
devices and most of the Siemens Simatic PLCs have SNMP
enabled by default. Siemens PLCs are very communicative in
case of enabled SNMP. By reading the SNMP sysDesc object
with the OID 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1, the Siemens PLC will
transmit its product type, product model number, hardware and
firmware version as shown in the following SNMP response:

Siemens, SIMATIC S7, CPU314C-2 PN/DP,
6ES7 314-6EH04-0AB0 , HW: 4, FW: V3.3.10.
The system description is very useful for matching discovered
PLCs against vulnerability and exploit databases. The firmware
of PLCs is not very often patched. There are mainly two
reasons: On the one hand a PLC firmware patch will interrupt
the production process which causes a negative monetary
impact. On the other hand a firmware patch of the PLC can
lead to a loss of the production certification or other kind of
quality assurance that is important for the customers of the
manufacturing company. That is why the probability to find a
Siemens PLC with a known vulnerability is very high. The
SNMP scanner can be broken down into the following steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Get local IP and subnet
Calculate IPs of the subnet
Set up UDP connection
Send SNMP request
Receive SNMP responses
Save responses in a DB
Stop scanning and disconnect UDP connection

As described in the chapter III the programming of a
PLC is quite different from normal programming with e.g.
the C language on a x86 system. Each PLC program is
cyclically executed. That is it is needed save the state of the
program after each step with condition variables. For reasons
of comprehensibility we will only explain steps one to three.
Figure 8 shows a code snippet of step one that calls the
RDSYSST function. The RDSYSST function reads the internal
System State List (SSL) of the Siemens PLC to obtain the
PLC’s local IP. SSL requests are normally used for diagnostic
purposes. Line 14 and 15 will end the function in the case
that the RDSYST function is busy. Figure 9 shows how the
program calculates the first local IP. This is done by bitwise
logic AND operation of the PLC’s local IP address with its
subnet mask, which returns the start address of the local network
address range (line 24 - 30). Now the SNMP scanner needs
to know how often it must increment the IP address to cover
the whole local subnet. Therefore we XOR the subnet mask
with 0xFFFFFFFF (line 35 - 39). The result is the number
of IP addresses in the subnet. Figure 10 shows how to set up
an UDP connection in STL. At first we need to call the TCON
function with special parameters in our TCON_PAR_SCAN
data block. In case of UDP the TCON function does not set up
a connection, this will only be done in the case of TCP because
it is connection oriented in contrast to UDP. But calling the

(a) Attacker abuses the PLC to scan the local network for SNMP
devices

(b) Now he can use the PLC as a gateway into the local network

Figure 6: Attack cycle

(a) Original program.

Figure 8: Get PLCs local IP

(b) Patched program. The red blocks are added by PLCinject.

#connect value from false to true after TCON has been
called the first time in a cycle. The TCON function will detect
a raising signal edge on its call in the next cycle and will then
be executed. The next step is to send the UDP based SNMP
packets and receive them. This will be done by calling the
functions TUSEND and TURCV. After the SNMP scan has
been completed all data will be stored in data block which can
be downloaded by the attacker (step 3).

Figure 7: Scheme of patching the PLCs program.
B. SOCKS 5 Proxy

TCON parameter once is not enough. The connection function
will start to work when the #connect variable raises from
0 to 1 between two calls of the function. That is why we
programmed a toggle function after the first appearance of
the connect function (line 10 - 11). This will change the

Once the attacker has discovered all SNMP devices, including the local PLCs, the next step is to connect to them.
This can be accomplished by using the accessible PLC as a
gateway into the local network. To achieve this we chose to
implement a SOCKS 5 proxy on the PLC. This has two main
reasons. At first the SOCKS protocol is quite lightweight and
easy to implement. Furthermore all applications can use this

Figure 11: Jump list for the states of SOCKS 5

Figure 9: Calculate the local nets first IP and the maximal
number of hosts

Figure 12: Receive the clients authentication negotiation
Figure 10: Setup a UDP connection
3)
kind of proxy, either they are SOCKS aware and thus can be
configured to use one or you use a so-called proxifier to add
SOCKS support to arbitrary programs. The SOCKS 5 protocol
is defined in RFC 1928 [24]. An error-free TCP connection to
a target through the proxy consists of the following steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

The client connects via TCP to the SOCKS server
and sends a list of supported authentication methods.
The server replies with one selected authentication
method.
Depending on the selected authentication method the
appropriate sub-negotiation is entered.
The client sends a connect request with the targets IP.
The server sets up the connection and replies. All
subsequent packets are tunneled between client and
target.
The client closes the TCP connection.

Our implementation offers the minimal necessary functionality. It supports no authentication, so we can skip step 3. Also
we do not support proper error handling. In the end only TCP
connects with IPv4 addresses are supported. Once the client
connected, we expect this message flow:
1)
2)

Client offers authentication methods: any message, typically 0x05 <authcount-n> (1 byte)
<authlist> (n bytes).
Server chooses authentication method: 0x05 0x00
(perform no authentication).

4)
5)

Client wants to connect to target: 0x05 0x01 0x00
0x01 <ip> (4 bytes) <port> (2 bytes).
Server confirms connection: 0x05 0x00 0x00
0x01 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00.
Client and target can now communicate through the
connection with the server.

As previously mentioned, programs on the PLC are
cyclically executed. This is why we use a simple state machine
to handle the SOCKS protocol. Therefore we number each state
and use a jump list to execute the corresponding code block,
see figure 11. A state transition is achieved by incrementing
the state number which is persisted in a data block.
It follows a description of each state and its actions:
bind – On first start the program has to bind and listen to
SOCKS port 1080. This is accomplished by using the system
function TCON in passive mode. We stay in this state until a
partner is connecting to this port.
negotiate – We wait until the client sends any message.
This is done with the function TRCV which is enabled with
the EN_R argument, see figure 12.
authenticate – After the first message we send a reply
which indicates the client to perform no authentication. For
this purpose we use the TSEND system function. In contrast
to TRCV this function is edge controlled which means the
parameter REQ has to change from FALSE to TRUE between
consecutive calls to activate sending. As shown in figure 13
we toggle a flag and call TSEND twice with a rising edge on
REQ.

Figure 13: Respond with no authentication necessary

connect_request – Then we expect the client to send
a connection set up message containing target IP and port
number which is stored for the next state.
connect – We set up the connection to the target with
TCON.

Figure 14: Shows the data distribution of the measured scan
cycles for the three scenarios. Data are represented as boxplots
with mean and were analyzed with the use of the Kruskal-Wallis
test and the Dunn’s Multiple Comparison Test. Significant
differences are shown in the graph (p < 0.0001 =∗∗∗ ). All
data were statistically analyzed with Prism software, version 5.0
(Graph Pad Inc).

connect_confirm – When the connection to the target
is established, we send the confirmation message to the client.
proxy – Now we simply tunnel the connections between
client and target. All data received from the client with TRCV
is stored in a buffer which is reused to feed the TSEND function
for sending data to the client. The same principle applies to
the opposite direction, but we have to consider that sending
messages can take a couple of cycles. Therefore a second
buffer is used to ensure that no messages are mixed or lost. A
disconnect is signaled with the error flag of TRCV. When this
occurs we will send the last received data and then we go to
the next state.
reset – In this state we close all connections with
TDISCON and reset all persisted flags to its initial values.
V.

E VA L U AT I O N

We analyzed the differences of the execution cycle times
of the following scenarios: (a) a simple control program
as a baseline, (b) its malicious version with the prepended
SOCKS proxy in idle mode and (c) under load. Idle mode
means that the proxy has been added to the control code
but no proxy connection has been established. The Baseline
program copies bytewise the input memory to the output
memory 20 times which results in 81920 copy instructions.
For the measurement, we added small code snippets which
store the last cycle time in a data block. Siemens PLCs
store the time of last execution cycle in a local variable of
OB1 called OB1_PREV_CYCLE. We measured 2046 cycles
in each scenario. All three scenarios do not exhibit normal
distributions. We used the Kruskal–Wallis and the Dunn’s
Multiple Comparison Test for statistical significance analysis.
The results are shown in Figure 14. Execution time differed
significantly in all three scenarios. Table II shows the mean

Table II: Statistical analysis of the three scenarios

Mean
Sdt. Deviation
Sdt. Error

Baseline (ms)

Proxy idle (ms)

Proxy under load (ms)

85.32
0.4927
0.01089

85.40
0.5003
0.01106

86.67
0.5239
0.01158

difference of the Baseline and the Proxy under load program,
which is only 1.35 ms. The maximum transfer rate of the
SOCKS proxy prepended to the Baseline program was about
40 KB/s. If the SOCKS proxy runs alone on the PLC it is
able to transfer up to 730 KB/s. All network measurements
have used a direct 100 Mbit/s Ethernet connection to the PLC.
Finally, we tested the described attack cycle in our laboratory.
In addition to regular traffic, we verified that we were able to
tunnel an exploit for the DoS vulnerability CVE-2015-2177
via the SOCKS tunnel using the tsocks library. The exploit
worked as expected via the SOCKS tunnel.
VI.

DISCUSSION

Our attacks have limitations. In order to ensure that the
PLC is always responsive, the execution time of the main
program is monitored by a watchdog which kills the main
program if the execution time becomes too long. The additional
SNMP Scanner or Proxy code that we upload, together with
the original program, should not exceed the overall maximum
execution time of 150 ms. An injection of the scanner or proxy
is unlikely to trigger this timeout because the mean additional
execution time of the proxy under load is 1.35 ms which is
small compared to 150 ms. Furthermore, time-outs can be
avoided by resetting the time counter after the execution of the

injected program with the system function RE_TRIGR [21].
The easiest way to mitigate the described attack is to keep the
PLC offline or to use a virtual private network instead. If this
is not possible protection-level 3 should be activated on the
Siemens PLC. This enables a password-based read and write
protection for the PLC. Without the right password the attacker
can not modify the PLCs program. Based on our experience,
this feature is rarely used in practice. Another applicable
protection mechanism would be a firewall with deep packet
inspection which is aware of industrial control protocols and
thus can block potential malicious accesses such as attempts
to reprogram the PLC.
VII.

[14]

[15]
[16]

[17]

[18]

CONCLUSION

We have shown a new threat vector that enables an external
attacker to leverage a PLC as a SNMP scanner and network
gateway to the internal production network. This makes it
possible to access control systems behind an Internet-facing
PLC. Our measurements indicate that the attack code, which
runs de facto parallel to the original control program, causes a
statistically significant but negligible increase of the execution
cycle time. This makes a service disruption of the PLC unlikely
and increases the chances that an attack remains undetected.
Prior work on scanning the Internet for ICS only adressed
risks due to control systems that are connected to the Internet
directly. Our investigation shows that risks assessments must
take PLCs into account that are connected only indirectly to the
Internet. As a consequence, the target set of Internet-reachable
industrial control systems is probably larger than expected and
includes the “deep” industrial control network.
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